Wonderware Skelta
BPM Work Tasks
Wonderware® Skelta® BPM Work Tasks is an easy-to-use mobile
application for Wonderware Skelta BPM that allows users to initiate
workflow processes on the move and lets them perform their
tasks. Work Tasks enables true mobility across the Enterprise with
anytime, anywhere access to business processes.
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SUMMARY
Wonderware Skelta BPM’s Work Tasks
empower users who are on the move to
stay connected with their mission critical
business processes while ensuring the
security of their interactions.

BUSINESS VALUE
• Improved enterprise wide collaboration
greatly improves productivity and removes
dependency on on-site infrastructure
• Anytime, anywhere access to business
processes leading to business agility and
faster turnaround
• Secure process interactions ensuring
compliance with corporate mandates

Work Tasks is a premium mobile application for Wonderware
Skelta BPM. It is designed for the mobile workforce — Enterprise
business professionals who use a mobile phone or a tablet device
to access their tasks while on the move; or to improve workforce
productivity in large or geographically distributed infrastructures
or industrial plants. It is an easy-to-use application that provides a
quality user experience.
Work Tasks for iOS and Windows devices offers enhanced enterprise
mobility and collaboration among stakeholders. With Work Tasks,
users Initiate processes and perform tasks using their mobile device.
Work Tasks enables true Enterprise Mobility.

Initiate a Process on the Move
The Work Tasks application has an easy to use interface that quickly takes the
user to different modules within the application. The application allows users
to fill available forms within the application and then initiate a process upon
submission – this is a powerful feature that helps improve business agility.

Receive Real-time Notifications
Staying connected to mission critical processes makes it imperative to view and
act upon events as they occur. The Work Tasks application displays notifications
on all supported devices that display the count of tasks that are pending for
action. The application empowers users by allowing them to view, prioritize and
act upon important tasks while on the move.

Act upon a Process Related Task
The Work Tasks application is a powerful mobile extension to Wonderware
Skelta BPM that delivers true collaboration for distributed teams. Users can act
upon urgent tasks and maintain work continuity through the application. The
Categories screen helps the user understand the pending approvals, the forms
that are in use, the flagged items and any information pertinent to a process
being run in the company.
Users can approve or reject a request from anywhere and at any time to ensure
optimized work output.
The application also allows users to search old or current work items from any
category, allowing cross referencing of tasks to make informed decisions. The
search feature ensures that items are fetched from both the Server as well as
from downloaded work items.

Categories screen helps users understand pending approvals
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Connectivity
The Work Tasks application allows Work items that
are downloaded on to the device to be viewed offline
in the event of loss of connectivity or unavailability of
an internet connection. Users can continue to review
and make process related decisions. Logging into
the application then loads the latest work items.
Work Tasks is a premium app for mobile devices,
and is available for iOS and Windows platform. You
can download the application from the App Store or
the Windows Store based on your requirement.
• Apple iPhone/iPad
– OS Version: iOS 5.1, 6.0, 6.1 , iOS 7.x and 8.x
• Windows RT and Professional
– OS Version: Windows 8.0, 8.1

iOS Platform
The Work Tasks application is installed by
downloading from the iPhone App Store. The Work
Tasks icon is then displayed on the device screen.
After configuration, the Work Tasks application
allows you to view and act upon work items
assigned through workflows.
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Windows Platform
The Work Tasks application is also available on the
Windows platform. The Work Tasks application can
be run either on desktop or tablet devices that are
currently on Windows 8 or Windows 8.1 OS version.

Learn More
For more information on Wonderware Skelta
Work Tasks app, contact your local Wonderware
distributor, or visit http://software.invensys.com/
products/wonderware/manufacturing-operationsmanagement/skelta-bpm/work-task/.

HELSINKI
tel. +358 9 540 4940
info@klinkmann.fi

RĪGA
tel. +371 6738 1617
info@wonderware.lv

VILNIUS
tel. +370 5 215 1646
info@wonderware.lt

TALLINN
tel. +372 668 4500
info@wonderware.ee

